should make 'an angle of about 45 degrees above and 45 degrees to one side of the line from patient to camera. A white towel hung on the shadow side of the patient just out of the field of view helps to reflect light into the shadows. I use either a photoflash bulb (Baby Sashalite) fired by dry battery or a photoflood lamp in reflector held in the hand and moved about until one is satisfied that the illumination and relief are as good as possible. If I am goingto use a photoflash bulb I use an ordinary portable reading lamp first to find the best position fgr the light and then hold the flash in that position when taking the photograph. The light is usually held 2 to 3 ft. away from the patient.
Background and composition.-A plain background should be used. I use a plain bluish cloth screen over which I hang a dark blue rug if a darker background is required. All extraneous objects and bits of clothing should be carefully eliminated after study of the picture in the finder. This is not the place for a dissertation on the elements of pictorial composition but, although a record and not a picture is aimed at, good composition will make the photograph easier to look at and therefore more useful. An important point is that even in the case of a close-up view of a lesion enough of the patient should be included to make it obvious what part of the body is represented. In the case of extensive eruptions two photographs, one to show distribution and the other details of the lesion, should be taken.
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Type of camera.-I use a Rolleiflex twin lens reflex taking a picture 2 by 2 in. If working at short range one must remember to allow for parallax, i.e. the finder lens is 112 in. above the taking lens. This camera allows of easy and accurate focusing and composition on a ground glass screen. One should always use a cable release for the shutter so as not to shake the camera and to allow of release while watching the patient. A lens hood should be used to keep glare out of the lens. "Proxar " supplementary lenses are slipped on for close work.
Film.-Orthochromatic film should be used, not panchromatic. The latter makes a red eruption look as light in colour as normal skin and therefore it hardly shows at all. If only panchromatic film is available a blue filter should be used. I now use Selochrome or Verichrome film, size 120. This gives twelve pictures 2 by 2 in. to each spool.
Exposure.-Using a Baby Sashalite flash bulb the stop required is from fj4-5 to f/8 according to depth of focus required and distance of light from patient. With a photoflood lamp generally about half a second at f/5-6 is correct.
Arrangement.-The camera rests on my desk, if necessary being raised on books. There is thus no risk of kicking away tripod legs. Hands to be photographed rest on desk on a piece of black velvet which is carried back over patient's chest, and head and shoulders if necessary, to block out extraneous objects. Legs and feet are photographed on a couch brought up near the desk. The face is taken by sitting the patient on a low stool near the desk. The trunk is taken with the patient on a chair near the desk.
Method of tetkintg.-(1) Arranige patient and lighting anid focus accuratelv,. Select stop.
Using Photoflood
Using Flashlamp (21 Set shutter to 1 second exposure.
(2) Set shutter to " bulb " exposure.
(3) Leave room lightinig on so lonig as none shines (3) [A number of photographs of various skin diseases, takeni bv the methods described, were theni projected by epidiascope.] As a matter of interest I am now going to show some colour photographs taken bv Mr. F. G. Hennell by a new process of his own devising which produces colour prints of any required size, larger or smaller than the original and in any required number, but which are opaque and can only be projected by an epidiascope. These photographs are taken by flashlight in a one-shot, three-plate camera, and the colour separation negatives so produced are printed on to three stripping films. These films are separatelv toned by metallic salts and then squeezed down in register on any suitable paper, card or other base. Though none of these deals with dermatological subjects they do show the admirable results which can be obtained.
